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Finding the love of your life at a magnificent event everybody attends?! Unlikely! 

The reality looks disappointingly different. 

Our class has this school project, in which we work together with students from 

America, who we asked about prom. Here are some of the most widely spread 

misinformation you might have gotten about prom. 

First of all, not every student at the school can attend prom. Only juniors and 

seniors, who can invite lower classmates though! (So do not lose hope Freshmen and 

Sophomores!) Also, not just students from your own school, but also literally 

everyone you know (as long it is just one person), like friends and family members 

(but who would be that desperate). 

 

 

NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

In lots of movies, you see that the rich and fancy guys pick up their girl with a shiny 

and brand-new limo, which does not depict reality (sadly). 

 

 

Being the prom queen (and king) sounds like a dream come true, right? In fact, the 

role of prom queen and prom king are not that special at all. They just get an extra 

dance and the attention for a few minutes. That might be what you dream of, but 

people probably will not appreciate you more or even remember you (sad sad 

reality) 

 

 



It may come as a surprise to you but not everybody wants to go to their prom, they 

actually do not need to attend it at all if they do not want to. They may just do not 

want to, or do not want to buy the needed ticket for it. 

 

 

Like in Germany we have our graduation at the end of the year, they have their 

prom at the end of their school year. And like in Germany, it is also once a year. 

 

 

The least interesting fact about prom is probably how it is organized. The student 

council (those students who represent your class/school) raise funds for the prom 

decorations, lights, and the DJ, which is at every prom. 

 

 

So yes they are real but are not that special like they are portrayed in  the movies. 

Like the fact that the boys usually pick up the girls in expensive cars. Everybody 

looks absolutely perfect. And being the prom Queen and King is not that life 

changing, are all big misconceptions about Prom in America. 

 

 


